
ELITE CHAIN ROLLER FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

Blinds will be supplied according to your order with left or right hand control. The brackets are universal so the clutch can be mounted either side

Measure and mark drilling positions 

3. Installing your blind

1. Fixings bracket tension device

outside recess

Drill and plug holes and screw bracketsinto position.

To the ceiling or the top of the window frame i.e. top fix

2. Fixing your brackets

    

Before "tting the blind into the 

brackets ensure the retractable 

pin is fully retracted into the pin 

end mechanism. Then insert the 

clutch end pin into the bracket 

ensuring the the bottom of the 

clutch is pointing down, once 

this is inserted rotate the cog 

(positioned at the opposite end 

to the the clutch) to release the 

retractable pin into the bracket, 

the blind should now be secure. 

Now "t the screw cover caps 

over the plastic screw housings. 

Finally "t the Chain tension 

device as per the instructions 

below.            

Your blind will be supplied with the appropriate brackets and screws.

inside recess To the wall or the front of the window moulding i.e. face fix

x 2

plastic screw

housing
(Elite brackets only)

x 2

pin

4. Installing the tension device
This tension device reduces the the hazards of strangulation and entanglement of young children by limiting access 

to the control chain. Fit the tension device as per the diagrams below. 

Please ensure you "t this Tension Device at the maximum vertical distance from the control mechanism to prevent the 

chain from becoming slack. 

5. Use of the control chain to operate your blind
Pulling gently on the chain in one direction raises the blind, pulling it in the other direction 
lowers it. On blinds where the fabric rolls towards the window, the front of the chain does 
the rise. On blinds where the fabric rolls towards the room the rear does the raising.

tension device WARNING
Young children

can be strangled

by loops in pull

cords, chains,

tapes and inner

cords that operate the product. To 

avoid strangulation and 

entanglement, keep cords out of 

the reach of young children. 

Cords may become wrapped 

around a child’s neck. Move beds, 

cots and furniture away from 

window covering cords. Do not tie 

cords together. Make sure cords 

do not twist and create a loop.

screw cover caps
(Elite brackets only)

x 2

clutch

Retractable Pin    


